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Available land of Tashkent province, th.ha
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Forms of management
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Plant cultivation
STRUCTURE OF SOWN AREAS ( % )
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Dynamics of garden areas and vineyards on irrigated 
lands and dry in Tashkent province for period 1981-

2003
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Sown area of agricultural crops on dry lands for 
period 1996-2003 in Tashkent province, th.ha
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Gross collection of the main agricultural crops on 
irrigated lands (th.ton)

(All farms category)
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Dynamics of yield modification of the main agricultural crops in
Tashkent province from irrigated lands 1981-2003 years, th/ha
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42,2Private farms200135,227,228,7Permanent grasses
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Main indicators of cattle breeding development in 
Tashkent province for 1985 – 2003 years

4176,03175,93193,06185,17185,3Poultry, th.heads

1413,9370,7421,8582,5565,6Sheep and goats, th.heads

22,820,5109,7218,2261,8Pigs, th.heads

177,2165,6167,7157,4135,1Including cows, th.heads

390,9358,1362,2375,4348,2Cattle, th.heads

176,0158,0145,0203,0169,0Egg-laying qualities, pcs/year

2010,01950,01956,03032,02720,0Average yield of milk, kg/year

419,0309379,2645,1590,2Eggs, mln. pcs.

358,9321,7364,7377,1321,0Milk, th.ton

103,896,1109,197,590,2Meat (live weight), th. ton
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Proceeds from agriclutural activity, th. $
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Plant cultivation 128196,9 173956,3 141575,9 135957,1 97145,2 79082,2
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Financial result of agriclutural crops, th. $
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Plant cultivation -6541,1 6263,3 26011,5 26916,8 3761,5 -780,5

Cattle breeding 1895,7 4231,6 3794,5 5117,9 3729,3 1749,7

Fishery 632,8 322,1 315,7 192,2 57,8
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Dynamics of plant cultivation and cattle breeding profitability in 
Tashkent province, %
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Main obstacles, restrictive further 
development of agricultural production:

- Confinement property of sown areas selection structure;
- Financial losses of agriculture producers due to disparity costs to 

agricultural production and delivered their material and technical 
resources;

- Depreciation of exploited machinery and irregularity of spares and 
fuel supply;

- Chemical fertilizers are not use in total standard volume for plant 
growing;

- Insufficient provision of chemical and biological remedies of plant 
protection;

- Low quality and suggested choice of sowing material;
- Low level of water supply on lands irrigated by pumps;
- Poor information influence and limited of technological knowledge of 

farmers;
- Low specific gravity of sown areas structure of lucerne – culture, 

which have a high profile in rehabilitation and increasing of land 
fertility and cattle breeding development.



For realization of irrigated agriculture potential in Tashkent 
province it’s necessary the availability of the following 
conditions:
- to increase the level of mechanization of agricultural works and power 
consumption in agriculture;
- to make use of standard quantity of organic and chemical fertilizers;
- completely rehabilitate hydrotechnical structures and collector-drainage 
network;
- to increase the efficiency of available lands use owing to repeated 
cultures and complete crop rotation;
- to provide needs of agriculture producers with bank loans and low 
interest rate;
- to create modern supply-domestic agricultural infrastructure;
- to limit interference of officials in production processes and in chosen of 
sown areas structure;    
- to create effective system of Governmental support to agriculture 
entrepreneurship, including privileges and advantages system. 


